Guidelines of the TUM International Center Photo Competition

By submitting an entry to the competition, participants agree to the following terms and conditions:

Copy Rights

Participants assure that they are the sole bearer of rights to the submitted photo, that the photo is free of rights of third parties and that no personal rights are infringed upon in the presentation of persons. If one or more persons are visible on the photo, the person(s) concerned must agree to the photo being published. Participants also agree not to transmit/submit any material that violates legal regulations. All illegal content is prohibited, in particular content that encourages racial hatred, offensive or contemptuous content, as well as representations or descriptions of sexual acts. Illegal content will be reported immediately without warning and exception. Should third parties assert claims for violation of their rights, the participant shall indemnify the organizer from all claims. The person who transmitted the images is solely responsible for the content of the pages (images, files, texts, etc.).

Liability

The Technical University of Munich assumes no liability for the loss or possible damage to submitted photos.

Transferal of Rights

All rights to use the photos, including publication in digital or print media, such as the TUM International Center’s annual calendar, are transferred to the Technical University of Munich upon submission for the duration of the competition. Participants also agree to the use of submitted photos within the TUM International Center (e.g. on flyers for exchange programs or on the TUM website).

Data Privacy Protection

Data submitted by participants will be shared with third parties when photos are published within the scope of the competition (reporting on the competition, award ceremony, publication on the homepage, etc.). Participants expressly agree to this condition.

Legal Remedies

There is no right of appeal.